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Details of Visit:

Author: Spunkalot
Location 2: 15 Mins Walk From Minster
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 5 Jan 2010 3pm
Duration of Visit: 30 mins
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Company: Rea`s
Phone: 07952764689

The Premises:

Sophia works from Rea`s on a tuesday, its clean & tidy, easy to find and discreet. Safe area,
parking not the best. Nice lounge, offered a drink by a nice and friendly receptionist (quite a sexy
older woman).

The Lady:

Milf, around 40 years old at a guess, dark brown shoulder length hair, 5ft 8 or 9", nice face, medium
build, lovely big boobs with large nipples to suck on, fully shaved fanny, curvy body and arse,
dressed in sexy dress with sexy thong and bra underneath. I am a lover of ladies bottoms of all
shapes and sizes and Sophia`s is nice and curvy which looked fantastic in her thong.

The Story:

Started with a nice hug and grab of that arse followed by a wonderful unrushed massage (Sophia
said she is a qualified masseuse)which hit all the right spots. Plenty of nice chat and massage
followed by some lovely arse and ball attention before turning over for some kissing with tongues
and cuddling. Then I went down for the honey and spent a good time lapping away at Sophia`s
pussy and arse, which she enjoyed and provided verbal encouragement for whilst getting nice and
wet. Then a 69 with excellent oral(with) and a face full of fanny and starfish. Onto sex in mish with
more snogging and nipple sucking before finishing the job in doggy. Left with a hug and a kiss

Sophia was a very nice and friendly lady and overall I had an excellent time and I can recommend
highly.

Its hard to choose between Sophia and Rea (who also works here on other days), as they are both
incredibly sexy milfs and lovely people who you cant help but like. One thing is for sure at this shop,
I have always had a great time and in my opinion its the best in York by far. I will return.

Thoroughly recommended!
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